IICA ONLINE PROGRAM ON
FAMILIARIZATION OF
INDEPENDENT & WOMEN DIRECTORS ON BOARD

IMPORTANT DATES
Program Dates : 26-27 November 2020
Last Date for Registration : 20 November 2020
The demand for dynamic, visionary & futuristic board members has increased substantially in India and so has the need for proper training to equip them to cope up with the rigorous competition. A Board which does not perform well and works with a lackadaisical attitude can translate into a liability for the company. Untrained directors expose the company to perils, which may lead to criminal prosecutions, steep fines along with loss of reputation of such directors and the company. In realization of this, the IICA Orientation Program for Independent Directors is designed keeping in mind the unique training requirements and challenges of newly appointed Independent Directors on Boards.

DURATION 2 DAYS

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

The orientation program designed by IICA is intended for Independent Directors on Boards of companies and for those aspiring to take on board positions in the future.
THE INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CORPORATE AFFAIRS

Established as a think tank for the Ministry of Corporate Affairs, the Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs was set-up in 2008 to advance thought leadership in the Indian business environment through research, capacity building, and advocacy efforts. Since its inception, the IICA continues to attract and train highly talented, innovative, entrepreneurial, ambitious, and open-minded leaders in India. Characterized by pedagogical innovation, strong corporate connections and a rigorous academic environment, programs and initiatives developed at IICA are purpose-built to transform our participants to serve as architects of a responsible world.

SCHOOL OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND PUBLIC POLICY

Corporate Governance is now an integral part of corporations, and with the focus shifting from regulation to delivery, it is essential to promote responsible behavior for shared value creation in society. The IICA School of Corporate Governance & Public Policy has been set up with the vision to provide knowledge and expertise to meet the challenges of inclusive and sustainable corporate operation and growth.

PAST SPEAKERS

SHARDUL SHROFF
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN,
SHARDUL AMARCHAND
MANGALDAS

NAWSHIR MIRZA
PROFESSIONAL INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR

CHRIS PIERCE
CEO, GLOBAL GOVERNANCE SERVICES LTD

ANIL KHANDELWAL
FORMER CMD, BANK OF BARODA

J.N. GUPTA
FORMER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SEBI

ROBIN BANERJEE
MANAGING DIRECTOR, CAPRIHANS INDIA

COURSE COVERAGE

- Corporate Governance Framework: National & Global Perspectives
- Board Governance & Dynamics
- Board Effectiveness & Role of Independent Directors
- Effective Decision-making through Board Committees
- CEO – Board Dynamics
- Understanding Finance for Effective Internal Controls
- Corporate Resilience & Role of the Board
- Strategic Role of the Board in VUCA World
- Integrated Thinking and ESG
KEY INFORMATION

FEES DETAILS

Course Fees: INR 15,000 + GST
Inclusions: Instruction Material, Program Kit
Programme Dates: 19-20 November 2020
Registration Deadline: 14 2020

IICA BANK DETAILS

Account Holder Name: Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs
Account Number : 604810210000007
Type of Account : SB Plus
Bank : Bank of India
Bank Branch : Electronics Niketan, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003
Branch Code : 6048
IFSC Code : BKID0006048
Email : accounts@iica.in

Along with the Registration and Course Fees, all applicants are required to pay service/applicable GST (currently at 18%).
No refund of fees (Registration and Course Fees) is permissible under any circumstances.

CONTACT US

Dr. Niraj Gupta
Course Director | Head, SoCGPP
Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs

Mr. Manoj Singh
Program Coordinator | SRA, SoCGPP
Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs
E: manojsingh.iica@gmail.com | T: +91 750 0839 434
Registration Form

Candidate Full Name:

Designation:

Mobile Number:

Email ID:

For Invoice Purpose

Organization Name:

Organization Address:

GST Number:

PAN Number: (In case joining as individual capacity)

Payment Details:

Disclaimer:

- IICA reserves the right to change resource persons, dates, topics, venue as per exigencies or circumstances, if any.
- Fees once paid, is non-refundable.
- Participants are required to remit the fee in advance to confirm registration.
- In the case of non-participation, it is possible to nominate alternates. Transfer of nominations will have to be communicated via email to manojsingh.iica@gmail.com.

Signature:

Date: